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American wars commemorated
by exhibits, re-enactments

Anthropology professor
announces retirement

Tournament raises money
for men's soccer team
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Students can create change, harmony
by Diane

~.

Schuirman

Editor-in-chief

Individuals have the -power to
cause widespread change, said W.
J. Hardiman, executive director of
The Evergreen State College's
· Tacoma campus.
Hardirnanspokel\1ay19toagroup
of Central students and staff about
campus climate.
"We all have a power to change
our lives in a way that will change
our world," she said.

The issues Central faces in creating a safe and supportive environment for everyone are not unique to
this campus, Hardiman said.
"This is not an isolated problem,"
she said. "This is a universal problem."
"Violence and uncivil behavior
have long been a part of our human
condition," Hardiman said, making reference to an 1800 B. C. writing that detailed violence and discrimination.
"It's not a matter of irradicating

ugliness, but of recognizing and culture, and I'm almost 50, which
transforming negativity into posi- means I grew up in the '60s, and
tivity," she said. "We can talk about that's a culture.
all the people who don't agree with "Within-every culture in this world
us or we can value all the people there are traditions of hospitality,
who do."
tolerance and welcoming. When
Cultural awareness is the first step we remove ourselves from culture,
to community, Hardiman said. ·we remove ourselves from those
People have many different cul-' traditions."
tures, she said, including ethnic,
Much of what people do is detergender, generation and geographic. mined by their cultural frame of
"I am an African-American, and .reference, Hardiman said, and
I'm also a female," she said. "I'm
also from New York, and that's a See CHANGE/page 3

W.J. Hardiman

Boeing donates backdrop screens to theatre arts
Task force
•
examines
climate data·
by Staci A. West
News editor

by Diane M. Schulrman
Editor-in-chief
Some members of the Campus
Climate Task Force have been disturbed by their findings on harassment, types of vandalism and treatment of students from minority
populations, said Linda Ruffer, cochair of the task force and director
of the Women' s Resource Center.
Tim Hupperten, a senior English
major and task force member, said,
"I've been exposed to material on
basic behavior on campus. I wasn't
aware it happened so frequently."
The task force has been presented
with facts regarding alcohol-related
incidents and the increase in the
amount of violence occurring,
Hupperten said
A healthy climate is one where
people discuss issues, Ruffer said.
Before the committee can begin
programming to improve campus
climate, members must gather more
information, Ruffer said. Programming is scheduled to begin next
fall.
"First we need to know where to
focus our energies," Ruffer said.
Additionally, the university is
drafting a sexual assault policy that
will detail resources and procedures
for dealing with sexual assault incidents and make clear the rights of
victims and perpetrators, Ruffer
said.
Because of this, in addition to the
way Central already handles such
matters, the implications of char8es
recently brought against two California universities for creating discriminatory and hostile environments for women are not an immediate concern for Central, Ruffer
said.
The two universities were cited
by the United States Education
Department's Office ofCivil Rights
for their handling of sexual harassment complaints.

See TASK/page 2

The Boeing Co. Tuesday donated
equipment to Central' s theatre arts
department.
Boeing used the equipment in
the April 9 unveiling of its new
777 airplane.
The department received 300foot screens of various types to
use for backdrop in its productions.
Wesley Van Tassel, theatre arts
department chair, said the current
screens have holes and new screens
would cost $10,000.
The materials, made in Austria,
will be cut to fit McConnell
Auditorium, Van Tassel said.
"We'll have prettier, beautiful
backgrounds to light," he said.
Wesley Van Tassel, chair of the theatre arts department, with department secretary
Susi Frost, senior program
Susan Gulezlan, gave a thumbs-up of approval as Boeing's equipment arrived.
manager for the 777 division at
BoeingandamemberofCentral's new airplane.
Frost said she was happy Boeing plane from the audience until the
Alumni Board, said the equipment Boeing donated a small portion of could replace the screens and save unveiling.Cycloramas, solid
was only used for one day, during the equipment to the University of Central money.
muslin screens, were used as
which 100,000 people viewed the Washington,andtherest toCentral.
Scrims, a type of screen, hid the backdrop.

CLAS dean
finalists
announced

Computers, construction
top capital budget requests
by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter
Computers may soon fill classrooms and sit atop faculty desks
if a $500,000 operating funds request is approved.
. As part of the capital and operating budget requests discussed earlier this month, $500,000 of the
$1.6 million operating budget request was allocated for computer
upgrades.
"One-hundred thousand dollars
will go toward a continual effort to
put a computer on every faculty
member's desk and the other
$400,000 will be used to improve
our instructional classroom capabilities," said Thomas D. Moore,
provost and vice president for Academic Affairs.
The budget requests were discussed at open hearings, during
which requests for the 1995-97 biennium were prioritized.
The budget committee's findings
will be presented to the Board of

Trustees June 10. The trustees will
evaluate the budget committee's
proposal and present their findings
to Gov. Mike Lowry, who will
present Central's budget requests
to the Legislature on behalf of the
university.
Although the university will request $1.6 million, it may only receive $800,000.
Moore said Initiative 601, which
liinits state expenditures and was
passed last November, has caused
uncertainty.
"We know if there wasn't going
to be a cut next year because of 601
there would be $1.6 million available to us," Moore said.
"But with 601 there will be approximately a 3 percent cut to our
operating budget," ·he said. "This
brings us up to an 11 percent cut in
the last four years."
Regardless of how much money
the university receives, the
$500,000 computerupgrade request
will not be altered, he said.

· Thomas D. Moore
The capital budget request of more
than $101 million will pay for
projects such as the $13 million
remodel ofBlack Hall, ranked first
in the capital budget, the second
phase of the new science building
estimated at $65 million, ranked
sixth, and $260,000 for the planning of the proposed remodel of
Hertz Hall.
The actual remodeling of Hertz
Hall, which willcostapproximately
$13 million, has been proposed for
the following biennium.
Ranked second in the capital bud-

See BUDGET/page 2

. The finalists for the position of
acting dean of Arts and Humanities
have been announced.
. Barry J. Donahue, chair of the
computer science department and
directorof the William 0. Douglas
Honors College, ~as been named a
finalist.
Linda Marra, assistant chair of the
music department, and Charles
McGehee, sociology professor, are
the other two finalists.
The finalists will continue the
selection process by meeting with
administrators, students, faculty
and CLAS department chairs before
the end of spring quarter.
The College .of Letters, Arts and
Sciences was split into two divisions
this spring, with Robert H. Brown
remaining as acting dean of
Sciences. He is currently acting
dean of CLAS.
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-Light too brjgftt, lQses fight
Police have tracked down two
juveniles suspected of causing
approximately $8,000 damage to
a lantern in the Japanese
Garden.
May 19, 4:10 p.m.

Police arrested a 19-year-old
mari for being in possession of a
stolen bike valued in excess of
$250. He admitted to stealing
the bike.

man who had a warrant out for
his arrest for being in possession
of stolen property in the third
degree. He was booked into
Kittitas County Jail.

~-us
~Cops

May 19, 12:45 p.m.

May 21, 12:31 a.m.

Police received a report of a
vehicle prowl in the N-19 lot.
The thief gained access to a car
by breaking a window. The
goods were later dumped near
the scene of the crime and
returned to the owner.

Police cited a 19-year-old man
in Muzzall Hali for malicious
mischief in the third degree.
Officers smelled a strong odor of
alcohol on the man's breath.
He admitted to drinking alcohol
and also breaking the fire
extinguisher case on the sixth
floor and taking the fire
extinguisher.

May 19, 12:15 p.m.

Police arrested a 21-year-old

May 21, 1:23 a.m.

Also in Muzzall Hall, police
arrested a 20-year-old man for
fourth-degree assault. A male
Living Group Adviser contacted
the man and another resident,
asking them to reduce the noise
level. The man then struck the
LGA. He was booked into
Kittitas County Jail.
May 21, 4:05 a.m.

Police cited a 20-year-old man
for malicious mischief after he
shot out a light with a BB gun.
He said the light was preventing
him from sleeping.
Clarification: the 18-year-old
woman mentioned in last week's
May 16 incident refuted what
the 18-year-old man told police.
He had been making threatening
phone calls to the woman.

Task: end result will be 'worthwhile'
From page 1
Citations are usually made for
specific incidents, not for a
university's climate·.
The-task force at Central aims to
prevent such citations.
The task force was formed last
quarter to address campus climate
issues related to violence and discrimination and make Central a
safe, supportive environment for
everyone, Ruffer said.

Task force members plan on involving people in the process and
acknowledging differences, she
said.
Fourteen people make up the task
force.
"Everyone on the committee is
committed to having an impact and
bringing about change," Ruffer
said. ''The end result will be something worthwhile. People seem to
be looking for something to become committed to."

The task force is trying to get
input from many groups on campus.
Ruffer listed women of color,
single parents, faculty and students
as groups whose perspectives are
important to the task force's eventual strategy.
Even after it begins programming
in the fall, the task force will be
continuously gathering information
by talking with students, faculty,
alumni and former employees.

Budget: new branch campus buildings in works
From page 1
get request is $4.9 million fora new
buildingattheextendeddegreecenter in Lynnwood to be built in a
joint venture with Edmonds Community College.
Central currently,leases space at
all four of its extended degree centers from their host colleges.
But according to Donald
Schliesman, special assistant to the
provost, enrollment has increased
at Edmonds Community College
andECCwillsoonneedmoreroom.
An agreementis expected in which
ECC will support legislation help-

ing Central build the building,
Schliesman said.
"Otir proposal at this time is for a
little under $5 million for the
Lynnwood.center, butthatdoesn't
build much of a building,"
Schliesman said.
Ranked third in the capital budget
is a $300,000 request for planning
money for the predesign of new
buildings at the Highline, Pierce
and Yakima extended degree centers. In the next two bienniums,
1997-1999 and 1999-2001, Central plans to request $15 million for
actual construction of the EDCs'
proposed buildings.

"In the future we will ask the state
Legislature for funds to build buildings at all the EDC' s," Schliesman
said.
The Legislature appropriates both
capital and operating funds to the
university every two years.
Capital funds pay for construction of new buildings, restorations
and renovations.
Operating budget money is used
for the daily operation of the university, which includes salaries.
The budget process began last fall
with strategic planning when the
budget committee asked department chairs to submit proposals. .

FINALS VVEEK
STUDY CENTER·
~

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
6-11 P.M.

The Observer

Briefly Observed
Central president to entertain scholarship recipients
Central President Ivory V. Nelson and his wife, Patricia, will
entertain all university scholarship recipients at 6 p.m. today. ·

Long-term employees to be honored
The Central Employee Council will honor 54 employees who have
worked for the university for more than 10 years at 11 a.m. today in
Mary Grupe Center.
·
The annual Appreciation Award Ceremony will honor Larry
Watson, photographer for IMC Media Development, and Jerry
Grasher, motor equipment mechanic for Facilities Management,
who have both dedicated 25 years to the university. The other 52
employees being honored have worked at Central for 10, 15 or 20
years.
·

Whitman College offers free AIDS testing .
Whitman College's Health Center now offers free and anonymous

mvIAIDS testing. Students choose a code name and attend a pre-

testing counseling session, then have blood drawn at the health
center. Results are returned within two weeks, and students attend a
post-test counseling session, which is mandated by the state of
Washington.

Women faculty report harassment
~ARBOR, Mich.- Nearly one out of seven female faculty
members at U.S. colleges and universities report they have been
sexually harassed on the job, a study indicates.
The survey, conducted by researchers at the University of
Michigan and the University of California-Los Angeles, gathered
responses from 30,000 male and female faculty members at 270
public and private institutions of higher education.
About 7 percent of all faculty, male and female, said they had been
harassed at their current institutions. The incidence was much
higher, however, among women faculty. About 15 percent of
women faculty reported being harassed, compared to about 3
percent of men. The survey did not define what was meant by sexual
harassment, nor were respon.dents asked to give specific examples.
Researchers also discovered full professors were much more likely
to report having been harassed than instructors or assistant
professors.

Sex, lies and tabulated surveys
WASHINGTON- College men are five to seven times as likely as
women to lie in order to have sex, according to a recent survey on
dishonesty in dating.
The survey of 171 male and female students was conducted in
January 1991 at the University of Minnesota. Researchers said they
found the results disturbing for several reasons, one being inore
monogamous men and women admitted to lying than
nonmonogamous sexual partners. That could be the result ~f the size
of the sample or a misunderstanding of the term monogamous, the
researchers said.
·
"It might also mean as monogamy becomes the only acceptable
alternative in a safe-sex world, we will see an increase in lying
'
behavior," the researchers wrote.
Among those who identified themselves as monogamous, 33.3
percent of the men answered "yes" to the question, "Have you ever
told a lie in order to have sex?," while 6.8 percent of women
answered affirmatively.
.
Yet only 22.2 percent of the nonmonogamous men and 3.3 percent
of the women answered yes. _
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Sands announces retirement
Anthropology professor has built reputation
with facial reconstruction, student advising
by Joann Horne
Staff reporter
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John Costello I The Observer

Catherine Sands reflects on her 17 years at Central.
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the skull with clay, she said.
Different signs indicate how wide
a face was.
For example, from the placement
ofvarious teeth, Sands knows about
how wide the mouth was. She measures how far apart the pre-molars
are and then she can approximate
the shape of the mouth.
If there is a hair sample found, she
puts a wig on the skull and tries
different clothes on the body to
create a more detailed image, Sands
said.
The last step in the process is
asking people if they can identify
the person from the reconstructed
skull, Sands said.
However, the reconstruction will
never look exactly like the person
did, she said.
In June 1991 Sands worked on
her most recent facial reconstruction case.
A girl's skeleton was found on the
viewpoint between Ellensburg and
Yakima.
Sands said she determined the
girl was from an upper-class household because she had proper dental

·CHICKEN GUMBO

llama!'s

value yourself
sometimes that needs to be changed.
"Thepointofliving ... is to grow_,"
she said. '"Human beings' is not a
noun, it's a form of a vetb.
"I always thought people should,
as a requirement, be able to ballroom dance before they graduate
from college, because in life you
have to lead and you have to follow."
Hardiman encouraged audience
members to value "the beautiful
things" about themselves and Central and to consider how they could
internalize her messages.
"When you think about service to
others our worlds become bigger,"
she said.
"There will be abundance and
there will be harmony."
Hardiman has a doctorate in ancient Egyptian literary studies and
urban education from the Union
Institute and is a Fulbright scholar.
She does research in African studies and is currently writing a book.
The Women's Resource Center,
Office of Residence Living and
women's studies program sponsored Hardiman' s presentation.

Catherine Sands, an anthropology professor at Central for 17
years, has announced she will retire in June 1995.
Sands has been involved in many
activities on campus. Outside of
the classroom, she is best known
for her role in. police investigations.
, Sands has worked with police in
identifying dead people when there
may be nothing left to work with
but their skull. she said. She conducts facial reconstruction so police can identify a person.
Facial reconstruction is not used
too often, Sands said.
"It is used only in cases where it's
· the last ditch effort to identify somebody." she said. "Usually they try
to use teeth."
The first step in reconstructing a
skull is measuring points on the
head, she said.
Next, she glues rubber eraseronto
the bony parts of the skull. Once
this is done, she fills in the rest of

care.
Sands took a facial reconstruction class in 1985 from Betty Pat
Gatliffe, a famous teacher who has
been on "Ripley's Believe It or
Not" and _other television ·shows,
Sands said.
In Gatliffe's class all students had
their own plastic model of a skull
and had to reconstruct a face in 20
hours, Sands said.
In addition to working with police
doing facial reconstruction, Sands
has been the faculty adviser for the
anthropology student club and
served as an adviser to students
participating in cooperative education programs.
She served as the first woman .
chair of the faculty senate and
chaired the anthropology department for three years.
Sands said her co-workers in the
anthropology department have been
the most enjoyable part of working
at Central.
"We're like a big family," she
said.
Sands plans to travel after retirement. But retirement can't come
soon enough, she said.
· "I wish it were this June," Sands
said.
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Bit by bit, Central
enters 21st century

.The

21st century may finally be coming to Central.
After years of struggling with broken typewriters and less-than-.
adequate computer facilities, students may be striking computer
keys soon.
The administration should be commended for its efforts to obtain
more computers for classrooms and faculty.
Half a million dollars has been set aside for computer upgrades in
the latest capital and operating budget requests, which will be
discussed by the Board of Trustees June 10, then sent to the
Legislature for approval.
What a relief.
Perhaps now students in the communication department won't
. have to struggle with typewriters that should receive awards for
being here longer than any employee.
Perhaps education graduates will find they know more about
computers than their elementary school students instead of
learning about computers from those students.
The administration has recognized the need for bringing the
university up to the level of other universities and businesses.
Students need hands-on experience with computers and computer
programs related to their major before they receive their degree.
How can graduates compete in the job market if they don't know
how to use the computers businesses use? Computer skills are
needed in nearly every industry today.
Additionally, having computer labs open to just students isn't
adequate anymore.
Updating classroom capabilities will allow professors to vary
lectures. With computers in their offices, faculty can cut down on
paperwork. They will also have greater options in demonstrating
theories and experiments because of computers.
Even though the passage of Initiative 601 threatens the financial
health of universities, it also indicates the need for Central to use
its money wisely.
Updating classrooms and offices with computers will accomplish
this.
The administration has targeted an area for change in a manner
that will only have positive results.
They should be thallked for their dedication and ability to
recognize needs and get things accomplished.

LETTERS
Marketing Club praised
for national performance
To the Editor:
We were very pleased to see the
article in your recent publication
regarding the remarkable performance of Central's "outstanding"
Marketing Club. We have had the
opportunity to become friends and
get Lo know most of these students
on a personal basis. They are very
hardworking, dedicated people
with high goals and ambitions.
They worked very hard on their
presentations for the national con:

ference in Louisiana and it has paid
off for them. for Central and the
community. We just want to express our congratulations to them
and let them know we are very
proud of them.
Central has many clubs it can be
proud of and we look forward to
reading about their activities and
achievements. Keep up the good
work ... all of you!
Mike and Kathy Jones
Ellensburg residents

Student frustrated with inaccuracies
To the Editor:

1 would like to commend you and
your staff for your lack of judgment and professionalism. When
the Law and Justice Student Association began putting together our
community service project, we
thought we could count on The
Observer for support. We were
wrong. and I feel I should apologize for my overinflated expectations.
I was wrong to expect your reporter would remember our appointment and to expect he would

be on time.
I was also wrong to expect our
article would be at least as important as a critique of a "Godzilla"
movie. Instead. our article was hidden among pizza advertisements
and didn't even get a headline as
big as the "Godzilla" article. Community service is obviously more
important to our club than it is to
your staff.
Above all else, I was wrong to
expect the article would contain
accurate infonnation. After the first
article was printed incorrectly it
took me four phone calls and two

days to get a call back. After a
promise to correct the mistakes of
the first article, the second article
was printed with a sarcastic sounding correction and a different error. It is obviously unreasonable
for me to expect a two sentence
article to contain accurate· information. '
It is no wonder our club receives
more support from the community
than from ·campus. Please don't
promise any more support if you
can't deliver it.
·

Former Central student
questions harassment suit Remodel of president's house too
To the Editor:
To the Editor:

tcmPQrmy women who have decided to whine and snivel their way
through life by filing suit against
any male they cari target?
As a fellow woman, I am increasingly disgusted with such behavior
because these women are limiting
the freedoms of all of us, female
and male alike. Our university camp use~ and our workplaces are now
heavily laced with tension, fear
and uncertainty. I believe it is past
time for all Americans to begin to
take personal responsibility for
themselves and to bring to a halt
this inordious culture of complaint
which has peivaded our society.

I would like to respond to your
front page article on the sexual
harassment suit which has been
brought against Frank Cioffi.
Knowing both parties, I am dubirms about the veracity of the suit.
The complainant herself told me
the (male) faculty at her out-ofstate university also discriminated
against her (as a woman) when
they had the temerity to flunk her
on a doctoral exam.
This fact leads me to a most critical question: has the complainant
ever considered the distinct possibility she may bear even one iota of
responsibility in this enterprise?
Or docs she merely plan to throw
Margaret Whittemore
her lot in with the legions of con- _ former Central graduate student

As a Central student, I feel I have
a right to know what the $300.000
for remodeling the president's
house and reception center is for. If
this is anything like last year. myself and a friend wrote a response
to the article. '"Students March
Against Trustee· s Decision" in the
May 27. 1993. Observer. This article implied we opposed the
$240,000 for renovations. Following is the letter we submitted:
In regards to the estimated
$240,000 required to remodel the
president's house, might we suggest some less costly alternatives
to those items listed in the May 27.
1993, edition of The Observer.
• Instead of new redwood decking. just slap a coat of dark Olym-

pie stain on the existing deck. This
would allow for unsightly grease
or beverage stains, should a visiting dignitary dump their television
tray during a reception in their
honor.
• You don't need a portable bar.
Call the Business and Economics
Club and they can haul extra Spring
Fling supplies right up to your front
door in one of the school vans.
•Instead ofEthan Allen furniture,
just head on down to St. Vinnies.
After a couple of beers, all of the
plaids will match perfectly.
•Instead of that $3,000 chandelier. I heard somebody say they
saw one at Fred Meyer for only
$50. Quite a savings. ch'?
•Everyone knows indoor/outdoor
carpeling is more du~able in rental
units.

Lorie Rubenser, president USA

mu~h-

•Rather than spen-d $90,000 on
air-conditioning, just have everyone either take off their nylons or
loosen their stiff collars, then simply open the windows. This also
"reflects the stature of Central,"
because you can smell the feedlots.
This ain't no Harvard. Just fix
what.needs fixing and please keep
in mind the general standard of
living endured by the 7 ,044 students who "contribute" to the capital fund.
I have no objections to remodeling the house and reception center.
My objection is the expense o(
$300,000. If the house is worth
$316,000 (according to an estimate in 1993), then why spend

See REMODEL/ page 5
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REMODEL:
let students
work
From page 4

:_~

.

$300,000? I feel the house should
have the roof fixed now, instead of
it collapsing in a few years. I believe it is fine to get carpet, but why
have the best, it is only a rental
unit?
If something needs to be painted.
like walls and decks, why not have
college students paint? Don't forget, students always need money.
Speaking of money, campus housing costs are going up. Does this
rise in cost go toward the president's
house? Does a percentage of tuition payments go toward the remodeling?
Phaedra Hazelton
student

20°/o off

Paul Mitchell
Products

'l(JPI1'If4S 'll.9LLL'E'Y
CJlI!l{fYP'l(!ilCITC
502 ~ !l('llfJ3'Y
'ELL'E9{$fJ3'll!l((j, 'W!il 98926
(509 j 962-9 796
Locate{: 1 6fock._9'{prtli ofSafeway

ATTENTION STUDENTS
ASCWU Student Activities Is Looking For Students To Fill
The Following Positions Starting Fall Quarter:
Current Issues Programmer
Performing Arts Programmer
Non-Traditional Programmer
Night Club Manager
Night Club Programmer
Night Club Technician
Night qub House Coordinator
Advertising Coordinator

Graphic Artists
Poster Maker
Posting .Distributor
Minority Student Programmer
Aerobics Instructors
Aerobics Coordinator
C. E. L. Coordinator
Special Events Coordinator

•For information contact Student Activities at 963-1691.
Applications available in SUB 214.
•Work Study preferred.
•Compensation varies from stipend to hourly.

STUDEnT-ronum TODAV
Dean of Arts and Human1t1es
The nSCWU and the Search Committee for the Dean of nrts and Humamlles mu1te you to attend a
candidates open for um.

nn mteru1ewmg candidates for the new Dean pos1tmn wlll be present. Each candidate will make abrmf
statement regardmg the relatmnsh1p between the Dean and students. and then answer student
questmns.
Vour queslmns and eualualmn of the candidates 1s needed Today. Thursday. may 26.1~ 3p.m. mthe SUB

YaJuma Room.
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,Student learns through war re-enactments
--

.

_

by Anne Mafort
Staff reporter
The thunderous cannons and fireanns can be heard from far away as
blue and gray soldiers fall to the
ground amidst the smoke and smell
of gun powder.
Eventually, the losing side retreats in an effort to save its diminishing strength and stabilize its casualties.
a;
As both sides assess their losses,
>
a;
the fallen soldiers get up, brush
themselves off and happily discuss
the battle in which they just enG>
.c::
gaged. tThe bloody fighting of America's
't:
.2
Civil War has become more of a
:!
reality for student John Strand as
G>
c
he, along with hundreds of others
c
C(
·around the country, re-enact variou~ battles.
Student John Strand displays his rifle and authentic uniform used In Civil War reenactStrand, a junior video production
ments. Strand and others will participate in a reenactment this weekend.
major, is currently the only Central
student to be a member of the 20th tioned at Fort Steilacoom, Wash., These women -check and collect to determine who falls in battle, he
Main Infantry based in Seattle.
pseudo-dead bodies after the battle, said.
prior to 1861.
Sometimes situations occur where
Strand and John Salinas, of Moses
Most people who participate in Salinas said.
Lake, explained re-enactments to the re-enactments are history buffs
Participants in the civilian corps a soldier decides it's time to simuCentral's campus and the history from various walks of life who want can include people of all ages. The late his death. Salinas said once his
club May 17.
to do more than read about the war civilian corps generally includes rifle misfired and then he decided it
Both men entered the rcx;>m in the and actually want to live it, Strand settlers and camp followers who was time to fall to the ground.
Other times, a soldier will decide
Saqmelson Union Building fully said. Another important purpose of walk in the shadows of the soldiers,
to be a survivor. Once, Strand said
attired in their replica uniforms, the re-enactments is to educate and Salinas said.
Strand in navy blue as a federal entertain people, he said.
Replicas of the firearms used dur- he turned around to find himself
officer and Salinas in gray as a
Salinas also liked the educational ing the war are used in the re- standing alone. He decided to reenactments, minus bayonets.
treat as sole survivor of the battle.
Confederate soldier.
value of the program, he said.
"We try to dress as closely to the · "You learn that the Civil War was
"Someone had to live," he said.
Bayonets would be too dangerous
period as we can," Strand said. not fought only over slavery, but for people to use since they might
The WCWA and the Northwest
..We'll research a person who was more over issues such as states' hurt themselves and others, he said. Civil War Council are non-profit
in our infantry to find out their rights and differences of opinion,"
The rifles fire smoke and bum organizations that organize events
history, their family and then basi- Salinas said.
powder, but the ammunition is and infonn members of upcoming
cally mimic them."
events and useful historical data.
All participants dress in unifonn blanks, Strand said.
Strand has been a federal officer replicas, which are somewhat exIn smaller re-enactment infanThere are 22 Civil War re-enactin the Washington Civil War Asso- pensive. Fortunately, all equipment tries, the honor system is often used ment companies in Washing ton.
A three-day re-enactment event is
ciation for three months. He also is and supplies are tax deductible due to determine who "dies" in battle,
part of the re-enactment of the 4th to the educational intent of the re- Salinas said. Under this system, planned starting at 9 a.m. Saturday
people who haven 't"died" recently at Fort Steilacoom in Tacoma
United States reg"1lar infantry, enactments, Strand said.
which was created last fall.
There will be six different battles
Women wishing to participate in usually decide during battle or beThe actual 4th U.S. infantry was Civil War activies can become forehand it's their time to fall.
and an 1860s fashion show.- It will
one of the first 10 regiments sta- members of the women's corps.
Larger group~ often use a lottery finish at 3 p.m. Monday.

g
"

SCplring_
eanzng
The campus community is
asked to assist with a special
spring cleaning of the Japanese
Garden from 10 am. to 2 p.m.
June 1 in the garden.
The Friends o( the Japanese
Garden, a community organization that takes care of the
garden, is looking for volunteers to help tidy it up for
-commencement and summer
events.
Jimi Vernie, a member of the
Friends, said volunteers are
needed for chores like raking,
weeding, shoveling, draining
the brook and pond, and
sweeping.
"The work is nothing really
heavy-duty," Vernie said. "We
just need people to help out"
Vernie asks anyone interested
to bring gloves and small
gardening tools if they have
them.
Larger tools such as shovels
or brooms will be provided, she
said.
The Friends check the garden
daily, rake the gravel, check the
plants and take care of any
damage, such as people biking
~hrough the garden.
A summer ceremony is
planned to dedicate a new
Japanese stone lantern.
The lantern, which Vernie
said is currently in storage, will
be formally placed in the
garden at the ceremony.
Dignitaries from Japan will
also be present, she said, though
she is not sure who, or when the
ceremony will be.
Construction of the garden
began in fall 1991 and was
completed in April 1992.
The garden was designed to
show friendship between
Central and Japan, and to
provide a tranquil area for the
community.

World War Il collection on display
50th anniversary festivities planned for October
by Anthony Costantl
Staff reporter
The Kittitas County Museum is
displaying World War II memorabilia from now until November.
The display is intended to be part
of and help promote the 50th anniversary of the Normandy D-Day
landihg, said Grace Elkins, museum director.
The exhibit features memorabilia
lent. to the museum by local residents. It contains 12 display cases
with items ranging from World War
II pamphlets to an M-1 Garand
rifle used in the war.
Other items include paintingsincluding a large one by the U.S.
Army's 938th Engineers stationed
in Ellensburg-foreign flags and
photos of Ellensburg residents in
uniform.
"The people have been very generous and I'm very appreciative of
that," Elkins said.
A large portion of the memorabilia belongs to Tim Nelson, owner
.of Ace Records in Ellensburg.
Nelson started his collection when
he was a child and describes it as a
lifelong hobby.

"I've always been a collector, I'm
kind of a pack rat," he said. "I
really appreciate Grace letting me
show my collection."
Elkins said Nelson• s display is "a
nice compliment to the museum."
Aside from his collection, Nelson
has a personal library of several
thousand books on World Wars I
and II. These books are not on
display.
He also taught a non-credit WWII
histor1 class at Central from 1987
to 1988. He is currently writing a
book on the history of Nazism and
· Hitler's heroes, music and influences.
Nelson, along with Elkins and Lt.
Col.GaryElliotfromCentral'sU.S;
Air Force ROTC program, serves
on the WWII 50th Anniversary
Commemoration Board.
The idea of the museum display
came when Nelson and Elkins were
discussing the commemoration and
thought the museum should take a
more active role.
In the past, there have been smaller
memorabilia displays in hangars at
Bowers Field in Ellensburg, but
museum officials had many items
to display.

Exhibit donors and museum officials were also concerned that if the
entire exhibit were atBowersField,
some of the more fragile documents
and artwork may be damaged during transportation to the field or
while being stored there for a long
period of time.
This concern was resolved by
deciding to have the museum
instead of the airport show all the
memorabilia.
The commemoration board is also
scheduling a WWII anniversary
party for Oct. 1 at Bowers Field.
Commemoration activities will include a fly-in breakfast, a vintage
arrplane show, big band music, a
display of memorabilia and the reunion of the 314th Cadet Training
Detachn,ient from Ellensburg.
There will also be a memorial
service for the 112 Kittiqis County
residents killed in World War II.
The commemoration board meets
at noon today at the museum on
Third Avenue.
Anyone interested in helping to
plan the October event is invited to
attend.
Museum hours are 10 am. to 3
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday.
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Maria Goulet, a senior construction management major,
prepares to cut a stud Monday. Ina two-day period, the
Central Homebuilders' Club built a room within the
Children's Activity Museum in Ellensburg.
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What's happening this week: May 26-June 1
Thursday, May 26
• The Bob Setzer Band, a national
gospel group, will perform at 7:30
p.m. in the Samuelson Union Building Central Cafe.
A free ice cream buffet will follow the concert. .
• Jazz Nite will be at 8 p.m. in
Hertz Hall. This event is directed
by John Moawad, professor of
music, and admission is $3.
This is also the last jazz concert
of the school year. The Jazz Lab
Band,, Jazz Choir, Stage Band, ·
VocalJazzEnsembleandJazzBand
will all be performing.
• Blues Traveler and Soulhat play
at 8 p.m. at the Moore Theatre in
Seattle. .
Friday, May 27
• Student Doug Brown will give a

clarinet cdncert at 3 p.m. in Hertz
Hall.
• Representatives from the Bureau of Land Management will be
in the Yakima Canyon area all
weekend. They will be talking to
people rafting, hiking and recreating and answering questions about
recreation areas.
Saturday, May 28
•There will be a living history
and Civil War battle reenactment
all weekend at Fort Steilacoom Park
in Tacoma.
The event begins with a parade
at 9:30 a.m., goes through fashion
shows, six different battles and other
programs, and wraps up Monday at
3:30p.m.
• The hit band Traffic kicks off the
Gorge in George's summer music

Briefly Scene
• The oil used in the popcorn
in the Games Room in the
Samuelson Union Building
has been officially changed.
Leslie Webb, Games Room
manager, said the new illtra
Pop Canola oil is lower in
saturated fat than the eariler
coconut oil and tastes great.

series. Steve Winwood will also be
performing.
• RockStock is at the Kitsap
County Fairgrounds in Bremerton.
Sorry, it is sold out
Monday, May 30
•It's Memorial Day! Central is
closed! Enjoy it while you have it,
kids!
Plu~ take a moment to think about
America's fallen soldiers who died
for our freedom.
Tuesday, May 31
• Jean Elie Gilles, a teacher of
French literature and music appreciation, will discuss modem life in
Haiti at 4 p.m. in Mary Grupe Center.
Gilles will lecture on "Haiti: s·torm
in the Carribean" and discuss topics including voOO.oo, music, art

1

STICklN AROUND THIS SUMMER?

and .the current political oppression.
This presentation is free and open
to the public.
•Yanni, the techno-new age performer, plays at 8 p.m. at the Paramount Theatre in Seattle. Tickets
are $22.50-$37 .50 and are available at the Tent N' Tube.
Wednesday June 1
• Yanni again plays at the Paramount, same time.
•Clean the Japanese Garden from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Bring along
gloves, some gardening tools and

The William 0. Douglas
Honors College
and

The William 0. Douglas
LECTURES
in the ·
HUMANITIES

GET IN SHAPE!

SUMMER SPECIAL
Tl--f C
5TH

(AcRoss FROM THE CouRTHousE)

THG'.

ot1g;rzvi;:rz ,

FoR THE SuMMER
CJuNE 1 ST THROUGH AuGusT 31 ST)

EEO/AA/fitle lX INSTITIJTION
TDD (509)963-2203.

osition Opening
Technical Writer I Sales
If you have great
communication skills and
sales savvy, we want to
hear from you. Position
involves producing user
manuals, newsletters, and
sales relief for established
,, software company.

Free Gift With Purchase

Storewide Short

Sale

-

NOW SERVING
THE BEST BEERS
&ALESOFTHE
NORTHWEST

STUDENTS
(jet the jump
on summerjobsJ ca{{

21%0..

205 N. Harris Ave
Cle Elum, WA 98922

AUSTIN'S
EATS

"HAITI: STORM IN THE
CARIBBEAN"

Jean Elie Gilles is a teacher of 17th
and 18th century French classics,
French language, and music appreciation of the same period, and is vicepresident of the Frerich Alliance in
Jacmel, Haiti. He has published two
books including Dialogue De§ Soupir§,
a book of French poetry with English
translation. The poetry is descriptive
of the author's love of God's creation
and his deep sorrow for the conditions
in his native Haiti.

ONLY

f!)u!~ t<GAL>~

Jean Elie Gilles
Author and Teacher

The present political crisis in Haiti is
put in historical perspective in this
discussion of the political, social and
economic factors that have influenced
the country's development. Life in
modern Haiti-from economic turmoil to
voodoo to censorship of art, music and
literature-will be examined.

962-6200

uDl-J'T Lf;T THAT <;ID? lfDVi !

present

Open to the Public
No Charge for Admission

fI

208 W.

Central Washington University

Tuesday, May 31
4:00 p.m.
Grupe Conference Center
CWU Campus

AT

• A quick note from the Math
Department to anyone
planning on taking Ed 323
(Teaching Mathematics):
Math 164, (Foundations of
Arithmetic) is now a required
prerequisite to this class.
Don't fret if you are signed
up to take_E<l 323 next fall. A
special section of Math 164
will be offered summer
quarter.

your elbow grease.
Coming up •.•
• The Swank Forest Discovery
Trail will be officially opened by
the U.S. Forest Service at 1 p.m.
June 4 near the top ofBlewettPass.
This trail dedication will coincide with the second annual National Trails Day, sponsored by the
Forest Service and the National
Parks Service.
There will a ribbon-cutting and
dedication ceremony with free cake
at 1p.m. and trail walks from 2 p.m.
to4 p.m.

Select from our entire stock of men's, women's, &
kids' styles. All colors, sizes, fabrics on sale now!

Office Administration. Li~ht Industrial & Production

r------------------1
I
I
I

:
I

I

mu•

· -

BeRRY'S WATeR BOTT.Ce
W9TH SHORTS PURCHASe
*WHILE SUPPLIES IAST
*ONE PER CUSTOMER

I
I
I

Lynnwood
Redmond
Renton
Seattle
Tacoma

Accounting ,

:
I

I

•Non-smoking
•Live ~usic every
Wednesday night
•Great food at
reasonable prices
•Fresh baked breads

I L------------------~

312 North Main
925-3012

Fashion • Gifts • Service
925-3124

(206) 742-5161
(206) 881-7477
(206) 255-1271
(206) 441-2929
(206) 922-7411

Redmond
Issaquah
Seattle
Tacoma

(206) 881-7477
(206) 391-1157
(206) 441 ..2929
(206) 272-1522

Technical
Mountlake Terrace
Seattle

(206) 672-2747
(206) 575-8455

Computer & Engineering
Mountlake Terrace
M/FN/D

(206) 670-3661

We Welcome Diversity

EOE
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Answer People examine questions
Q. Dear Answer People:
I sometimes walk around cam-

pus, like most people. What I wonder about is why the lights go out
when I walk under them?
-KenW.
A. Some things are best left in the
dark, Ken, but we will try to answer
your question.While checking into
the history of Central, we found
that some engineer decided campus safety means your pursuer does
not have to see you.
If you are being chased by a crazy
person, the last thing you want is
for them to see you. Or, for that
matter, how can you fight off someone if a bright light is shining in
your eyes?
A few years ago, the campus·decided big flashing blue lights, like

Kmart' s, would illuminate a whole
area and scare a perpetrator away.
Then again, maybe you have a
powerful personal electromagnetic
field around you and lights just
seem to turn off because of your
personality. Or, if that hasn't satisfied you, remember the movie
"Gremlins"? They fear. the light

Q. Dear Answer People:

Why do people who seem to have
itall usually do something to screw
it up? There are a few people on
campus who really seemed to have
had it all, but did something to lose
it Is it just a personal thing, or is
society to blame?
-Marie S.
A. The Greeks called it hubris, trying to be like the gods and usually

being defeated by them. Jafar in
"Aladdin" had it when he wanted
to be the best genie in the world but
forgot he would have to live in a
lamp.
To answer your question, we decided to send 00r team of investigators to the saddest vlaces on earth:
Akron, Ohio; Euro-Disney; and
Burt Reynolds' house. What they
found, after a few drinks and a lot
of sad stories, was society is to
blame.

pushing '* • followed by the pound
key. REGI then said, ''Please hold,"
changed voices, and then stated in
a deep male voice. "You don't get
it, do you. You people make me
want to puke, see."
This evil "REGGIE" voice then
told us we cannot register until October, and then we can only take
500-level statistics and ADOM
courses. Nice work, Bill.

P oliti,cally
Correct
Person
on the Street
If ;:ou had a magic wand and could
turn anyone into anything, who is
it, and what would it be?

Q. Dear Answer People:

Why wasn't the finale of "Star
Trek: The Next Generation" on
Monday night like everyone said?
I can't believe so many people
would lie to me. Why do they hate
me?
...:...RyanH.
A. Look at yourself. Make it so.

Q. Dear Answer People:
What happens if REGI spells your

name wrong?
-BillC.
A. Thanksforthequestion,Bill.Our
entire Answer People staff (yeah,
all of them) decided to find out by

~LFWl\GIC!ls

f!>fi>QD#Qre

&
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The Four Winds Cafe
builds a fabulous
sandwich. Co Ille in and
enjoy the new Sllloke free
environillent.

___

...___.

"I thinJc I
would turn
Jarad

Open Mon - Sat 9 to 8, Sun 1to4 200 E. 4th, 962-2375

Cliina 9£ouse
Authentic Chinese Food
908E10th St. • 925-2363

"I would
turn Cindy
Crawford
into a
Central
student"
Dan
Gatlin,19,
biology/pre__.....
-. med major.

Knudson
into a salt
lick."

Leslie
Webb,23,
_, theatre arts
, , __ _ _ _ _ _
r major.

COMBINATION LUNCHES
A Celebration of
"The Cowboy Way of Life"
KITrITAS COUN'IY FAIRGROUNDS
ELLENSBURG, WA

SATURDAY !il JUNE 4

3RD ANNUAL COWBOY JUBILEE
featuring:
Don Edwards • Sons of the
San Joaquin • Waddle
Mitchell

SUNDAY© JUNE 5

BULL - A - RAMA
Bull Riding Only With 50 of the
Rankest Bulls
.
.
TICKETS: One Day-of Events-$12/Presale
or $15/at Door@ Two Days of Events-$24/
Presale or $30/at Door
INFO & TICKET SALES: Call (509)
962-5282 or 962-7639
ALSO FEATURING: Kiwanis Pancake
Feed • Barrel Racing • Team Roping • Team
Sorting • Quilt Show • Entertainment Stage •
Petting Zoo• Pony Rides• Kids Games• Food
& Exhibitors• Vintage Car Show & More!
IN ADDITION: Overnight Wagon Train
from CleElum to Ellensburg, complete with
meals and entertainment.

A
Chicken Chow Mein
Sweet & Sour Pork
Pork Fried Rice $4.35
B
Pork Chow Mein
Sweet & Sour Chicken
Pork Fried Rice $4.35

c

Pork Chow Mein
Almond Chicken
Pork Fried Rice $4.35

"'Melrose
Place'
women into
Overeaters
Anonymous
members."

D
Sweet & Sour Pork
Almond Chicken
Pork Fried Rice $4.65

E
Sweet & Sour Prawns
Vegetable Lo Mein
Pork Fried Rice $4.65
F
Egg Roll
Pork. Lo Mein
Por.k Fried Rice $4.35

Amy

Naccarato,
21,public
relations
.........===;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;Jmajor.

"Money & Freedom"
Call Now'

!Pin #1231

521-3243 Seattle area
24 Hour Recorded Free Message

Writevour
own ticlcet!
Xerox Sales Agent seelcs
exceptional sales representatives.
Our exclusive territory makes us a primary source for
Xerox copiers and fax machines in Yakima County.
Now, we're seeking sales representatives to attract
new customers and expand our exisiting customer
base.
We_ prov~de

complete sales training, selling tools and
demo equipment. Successful candidates will enjoy
substantial base plus commission.

To begin selling-and profiting from-the first name in office
products, send your resume today to:

Copier Connexion
1103-B West Yakima Ave
Yakima, WA 98902
XEROX3 is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION.

RI GOS
CPA&CMA
Review
Our Early-Bird 40 class CPA
and "2for I" CMA review
programs begin June 8 in
Seattle at6:00pmatPlymouth
at Sixth and Seneca.
Orientation sessions also
available in Tacoma on May
28 at 8:30 am and Bellevue on
June 26 at 8:30 am.

.
m

GOS

100%LIVE
Instruction for·
the November
~~0~1= 1994 CPA
PROGAAMS.LID
Exam
CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE

230 Skinner Building
1326 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101-2614
Seattle/Bell!fac ..... (206) 624-0716
' Portland ................. (503) 283-7224
Spokane ................. (509) 325-1994
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SPORTS
Soccer tournament raises $3,000 for team
•Seattle team wins 14th annual Rick Collodi Memorial Seven-a-Side soccer tournament
by Paul Wiiiiams

Sports editor
The Central men's soccer tearri
hosted the 14th rumual Rick Collcxli
Memorial Seven-a-Side soccer
tournament last weekend.
Entry fees are charged for each
team entering the tournament Pro-ceeds go to the men's soccer program.
"The tournament puts money in
our pocket," said tournament coordinator and junior goalkeeper
,, Kevin Steenis. "We raised about
$3,000."
The money will most likely be
used fora trip to Utah the men's
soccer team will take next fall,
Steenis said.
The tournament, in addition to
being played with seven players on
each side instead of 11, uses smaller
field dimensions than normal soccerandsmaller goals. These smaller
dimensions create a lot more action, Steenis said.
"It becomes a lot quicker game,"
Steenis said. "It's more fast-paced
and there is more scoring than in
normal outdoor soccer."
The University Sports Bar Ameri- ·
cans, a team from Seattle, won the
tournament but really had to earn
it, Steenis said.
"It was the most competitive tournament as far as quality players
that I have seen," Steenis said. "If
you asked me to seed the teams
(rank them from strongest to weak-

est) I don't think I could."
Along with Wildcat soccer players past and present, other schools
participated in the tournament.
Western Washington University,
Whitman College, Whitworth Uni-

versity and the University ofWash- teams, but this year two more teams
ington also had entries in the tour- were added. Next year, Steenis hopes
nament.
to have 24 teams.
Four teams of Wildcat soccer , -.rhe tournament also had access
players played in the tournament. to three fields instead of two as in
The tournament usually has 16 past years," Steenis said.

Cook, Laws
and Spradlin
nam.e d alldistrict
by Ernest M. Baldwin
Staff reporter

Chris Urrutia I The Observer

Players like these spent a lot of time following the bouncing ball during the 14th annual
Rick Collodl Memorial Seven-a-Side soccer tournament last weekend. Eighteen teams In
all partJclpated In the two-day event, which used smaller goals and fields than regular
soccer.
·

~ Balancing

Three of Central's women's
softball players, junior outfielder
Linda Cook, junior third
baseman Denise Laws and
senior pitcher Kim Spradlin,
were named to the NAIA
District I all-star team.
Cook and Laws were both
unanimous selections to the
team.
Cook said she saw the honor as
a goal she set for this season and
something to shoot for next
season.
"I had goals for myself this
season and would have been
disappointed if I had not
achieved them," Cook said. "All
my work this season paid off
with this honor."
Cook batted .397 this season,
the highest average in the twoyear history of Wildcat softball.
She also established singleseason school records in runs
scored (21), hits (31) , triples
(five), total bases (45). slugging
(.577) and stolen bases (nine).

See ALL-STARS/page 1C

is, key for two-sport athletes

by Jason Goldner

Spears, who plays defensive back
Staff reporter
on the football team. "Track has
Juggling homework, playing an helped me with my speed when
intercollegiate sport and possibly a playing football, and football has
part-time job takes a toll on every made me a more aggressive runstudent-athlete. Some, however, ner."
take on the challenge of participatHamilton, 19, a sophomore sports
ing in two sports.
and fitness management major, said
Central's men's and women's track and soccer differ so much she
track.;.and-field teams contain sev- does not feel one really helps the
eralathleteswhoparticipatein other other.
Wildcat sports such as football,
"There's so much difference in
soccer and cross country.
the way the sports are structured,"
In addition to keeping fit for Hamilton said. "Soccer is more of a
spring, these athletes have to stay team concept where track is an inin shape for fall while changing dividual effort"
their training programs and balAs a result. Hamilton said soccer
• ancing studies with social activi- presents more of a challenge among
teammates than opponents.
ties.
"Balancing is the key," said Jay
"In soccer, I have to work a lot
Spears,amemberofboththemen's harder because I'm fighting against
track-and-fieldandfootball teams. my teammates to keep my posi"It's (homework) always in the tion," she said. "Ifidon'tputin 110
back of your mind when you 're percent every day. I might not get to
playing a sport."
keep my spot (in the starting lineErin Han)ilton, a women's soccer up)."
and track-and-field participant, said Hamilton alSopointed out the chal- .
playing two sports involves priori- lenges of competing as an indities while keeping the importance vidual on the track team.
." There's a lot of pressure to push
of education in mind.
"I always put school first on the yourself when your trying to beat
listnomatterwhat,"Hamiltonsaid. the other team," she said. "In track,
"There are times when I'll have you have to work yourself harder
two tests on the same day and I where in soccer, the coac~ tells you
·
have to limit practice time so I'm to work harder."
able to study enough."
Spears also agreed the individual
Both Spears"and Hamilton main- and team concepts affect how much
the athlete has to train.
tain above a 3.0 GPA.
Spears, 21, a junior business and . "The main difference (between
marketing major, said he finds foot- the two sports) is the number of
ball and track intertwine with each people," he said. "In track, I feel
other and have complimented his more pressure because it's an indiskills in each sport
vidu,a l sport and you realize how
"Track and football actually cor- much the team depends on your
respond with each other," said performance.

"When I'm playing football, it's
more of a team effort."
Both Hamilton and Spears said
they like the feeling of individuality but also enjoy being part of a
larger unit.
Training is the difference between
football and track-and-field for
Spears.
"During track season, there's a lot
more time for working out," he
said. "There's no reason to pile on
as much weight because I'm not

trying to ·bulk up a8 much as I do
during football season."
Hamilton said she usually trains ·
the same way and tends to concentrate more on soccer during the offseason.
"I'll run three days a week and find
soccer teams to work out with to
keep in shape," she said.
One common ground Spears sees
between the two sports is the adrenaline surge when participating.
''There's a big rush when you're

racing because you pour it on when
running," he said. "In football, I
get excited about . getting out on
the field and playing with a lot of
anger and aggression."
Other track-and-field athletes
who participate jn two sports include cross country runners
Rebecca Hill, Cande Gonzalez,
Mike McDermott and Brent
Hooper and football players Pat
Reddick, Antoine Butcher, B. J.
Wilson and Tom Craven.

·

Brian Gill / The Observer

Central athletes, like this pole vaulter, push themselves twice as hard when participating
In two sports. Nearly 1O Central student-athletes participate In two spor:_ts and balance
schoolwork, social activities and athletics.
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Hey! Staff positions available ALL-STARS: Cook
~0

b server

"looking forward to
next season'' with 'Cats

is looking for a few good people to 't ill staff positions.

Imagine the thrill of seeing your name in print and producing a piece of work that is
seen by over 6,000 readers! Working for The Observer gives you that, plus a
who1e lot more. Become the voice of the campus. Get read. Join The.Observer ...

Production, Delivery
staff needed, ASAP
The Observer needs production people to create advertisements and PSA 's for the paper.
Work consistsofworkingwith
Aldus PageMaker and Adobe
Photoshop. No experience?
No problem. The process is
easy to learn.
Delivery people arc also
needed forThursdaymomings,
7:00-10 a.m. It's good pay for
a quick job. Wimps need not
apply. Take initiative and help
get us read.

'

........ .

r···5~~~er

Scene editor meansfun,fun,fun ...
Have the freedom to create
your own Arts/Entertainment
section! The Scene editor
must be a person who is
willing to keep the students
informed about what's happening in the world of entertainment ·(on and off campus).
The job isn't easy, it's fun.

It's an opportunity to see
your name in print, it's a
chance to entertain the entire
campus. All applicants must
have at least one quarter of
experience writing for The
Observer. For more information come to Bouillon 227
or call 963-1073.

The Observer offers many opportunities
Reporters. Writers. Photographers. Oh my!
The Observer is looking for
pcople who have initiative,
enthusiasm, and drive. Take
a chance, get your name (and

work) in print! Sign-up for
COM 468 in the Fall and
open the doors to joumalism. Be the gatekeeper of
the news, the voice of the
campus. Join us!

Cook said the records she set this
year drew the attention of voters.
"I think the way I batted this year
caught their eye and that's why I
was elected to the team," Cook
said.
Cook is looking to use this season
as a stepping stone for her senior
season next year.
''This was a good start for me as
well as the team," Cook said "I am
looking forward to next season and
hope to improve on this year."
Spradlin looked upon the honor as
a positive end to her career at Central.

.

"I had personal goals for the season but I was surprised and glad to
achieve this honor," Spradlin said.

::::c~:

SPORTS BRIEFS

Hour5 r~~-=~,·~·-,·--··--·

lilllilllli'lll

I ~~;:i~n~eC~~ .

NEED SOME LATE
NIGHT COMPUTER

I~! We will be open this summer quarter, June 20 thru August 19,

·_
.
·'i
: ··
.·:li_
·...
··:

Spradlin finished her career with
a 13-12 record and had eight victories this season, setting a school
record. She completed 12 of her 15
starts and pitched in 20 of the Wildcats' 25 games this season.
"I pitche<l in a lot of games this
season and a lot of them were
against tough teams,'+ Spradlin said
"This is probably the reason for my
selection to the team."
"It was a good way for me to end
myseasonandcareerwith the Wildcats," Spradlin said.
Laws had a 10-game hitting streak
this season and finished with a .361
batting average, second on the team.
Her six doubles and 20 RBis this
season are school records.
Laws also hit the first home run in
school softball history this season.

From page 9

TIME?

fromA::o::~~o1~~oa:::::;~:~:;a~~i'm.

Computer
classes will
be available
beginning
June 1 !

• Head softball coach Nancy
Katzer has resigned so she can concentrate on coaching the women's
basketball team and teaching. Athletic Director Gary Frederick, who
will return from sabbatical in Tulsa,
Okla., next year, will take over as
head softball coach.
• The Central wrestling program
received $1,500 and could be receiving as much as $2,500 more.
The Columbia Wrestling Club donated $1,000 and geology professorGeorgeMacinkopromised $500
to the athletic department that will
be used for the wrestling program.
The$2,500,ifreceived, will come
from the Washington State Wrestling Coaches' Association.
• A new conference, the Pacific
Northwest Athletic Conference,
will replace the NAIA District I.
Eight schools-will make up the
conference: Central, The Evergreen
State College, Lewis-Clark State
College, University ofPuget Sound,
St. Martin's College, Seattle University, Simon Fraser University
and Western Washington University.
All Central sports, except football, baseball, wrestling and diving, willbeinthePNAC. The football team will remain in the Mount
Rainier League and the other three
sports will compete as independents (not belonging to any league).
~ Former Central wide receiver
James Atterberry received a byout
with the Canadian Football
League's British Columbia Lions.
Atterberry worked out with the
team last weekend.

CALL US.

W.E CAN OPEN BY

APPOINTMENT.

the past 3quarters is eligible for these services.

I Co:=~~!:~::::!~~~~91.

We will be closed Friday
May 27 - Sunday May 29.
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Fax: 962-4116

413 N. Main, Suite D.
Phone: 925-2661

Get One
FREE ORDER of
TWISTY BREAD
with any size Pizza
at Regular Price.
Hours:
11 am-1 am Sun-Thurs
11am-2am Fri·& Sat
Open for lunch evel)' day!

Ellensburg

915-6941
8th &Anderson

l .00~\"16
f!OQ... p-.

CALL for CARRY-OUT or FREE DELIVERY
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DOUBLE DEAL

I ~ARGE DEEP I

I

$12.99

$1 Q 99

I
2 Medium ,
2T
· p·
izzas
I Mix -oropptng
Match:
I DEEP DISH,
I Hand Tossed or
Crunchy Thin
I Crust
I expires 5-31-94

I

I
• .
With
I
2-Toppings
I
I ·Additional Toppings
Extra
I
I .Dxpire.: ..:~~~!:~."'l·'"W'I
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$3.00 off

I ANY LARGE PIZZA
I Please mark one:

_Applyfulldiscounttopizzapurchase
_splittheDiscount;halftoPizza
purchase, half to PTA
_lampayingfuHpriceformypizza.
pleasedonatethelullvalueolthis

I
I Na:;~'f PTA/School:
I Signature:
I expires 5-31-94

I
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$11 . 99'
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· -:::Soae

I
LARGE . I

HAWAIIAN

-

(Pineapple, Ham, Bacon)

I

DEEP DISH, Thin &
Crunchy or Original
Hand Tossed

I II
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LOOKING FOR AN••.

Ao
REPRESENTATIVE
THE JOB ENTAILS SELLING AD SPACE TO LOCAL
BUSINESSES.
PAID ON COMMISSION.

CALL-

963-1026
·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·~:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:-:·:····

PERM·MAN

IN EXILE AT

r~

~

.

.

REl1A/Ns ~

THO/U!.,

CLASSIFIEDS

-

SCUBA LESSONS & SUPPLIES I· Sign
up now. Contact John Moser, Jr.
925-1272.

. .--;.-.1"':'.>-

REEBOK STEP AEROBICS -~ertified
instructors. Hans' Gym offers 40
. classes per week. For more information,
call 962-9277
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $8,000+ in two months.
Room and board! Transportation! Male
or Female. No experience necessary.
Call (206) 545-4155 ext. A6093
EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.0. Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051 .

( , •• 7()
-..~..-~

Yu

CRUISE SHIPS now hiring - Earn up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour Companies. World
Travel. Summer &Full-time employA/CJ£!?/ )
ment available. No experience
. . . . . . . .,, necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6093.

/3? Ct>A/17

~

STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
and culture classes. The cost is
approximately $2,300 per quarter for
tuition, housing, meals and excursions.
Applications now available at the Office
of International Programs at 963-3612. -

lROUBU'I
MISDEMEANORS

D.W. I.

OUND

CRIMINAL TRAFFIC

tNTs··

IF SO, CONTACT:

Amelia M. Clark 925-1955
Attorney At Law
415 E. Mountain View

EDNESDAY JUNE
AT

(Across from Bi-Mart)

STUDY IN Athens, Greece. A quarterly
program, open fall and spring quarters
offers Greek language for beginners.
Other courses could include history,
political science, Greek literature and
art history. Applications for Spring
available·now! 963-3612:

1

1 O:OOPM

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

First Consultation FREE!

STUDY JAPANESE Language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with any language
level. Program available.Fall and
Spring Quarters. Apply for Spring now!
Office of International Programs 9633612.
-

1 : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A D O P T I O N - Y E A R S full of laughter
and love .for your child. Vibrant
Hours
1102 Canyon Rd professional couple, financially secure,
Mon-Fri
.
_1
will raise your child with devotion and

lash
\' Y •
Ken's Auto "(A

r.=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sl ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

925 665

~...
~-~-~-~-~-~---~-~-~-~-~.-~-~-~-~-~-~-~,~ 8am.-5:30~m.

:

Free Popcorn. · :

:

One Week Only

:

1
I
L

(May 26 - June 2)

1
_.
-I

No Purchase Necessary

-----------------Schmidt Half Case
$4.49

bw.~~Mom,~~~og~D~,

playful parrot all yearn for a baby to

Sat.
·
9
4
a.m.- p.m.

~.":1l::":S%4~i:~/kJMe"';d'

WANTED: STUDENTS for year-round
employment to sell color-change
clothing such as boxer shorts, T-shirts +
hat. Also NCAA clothing available. Work
own hours. Distributors needed. Call
~
JABCO 1-800-454-4055 for more
...~---------------------_.__
. distributorship information.

*Head Ii ght Aiming
95

DOES YOUR summer job)suck? If so,
make $1880/month and gain experience with the Southwestern Company.
Final interviews being held.
Call 962-3187

2 Lamp System............... 22

4 Lamp System............... 2 795
(*Lifetime Warranty Ask For Details)

*Now accepting BP Cards
Credit same as cash
1013 E. 10th• 925-7915

*NOW AVAILABLE*
Computerized Front End
Alignments

------------------------------------

Lube, Filter, Oil Filter
Service an.d Inspection

Keystone
$7 _99 .
Natural Light
99
-

$JOO

Expires
6/12/94

-----------------------------------half case

$3
. . ••••••••$4 •-99
Z1Illa6-pk

Tune-up and Lube, Oil,
Oil Filter Service

___ co;3~go~ff I
ONE TOUGH MOTOR OIL

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENTMake up to $2,00044,000+/mo.
teaching basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian languages required. For more info. call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J6093
LIVE IN personal care provider needed,
starting summer quarter. Room &board
plus $829/month. Call 838-1864
(collect). Gina Mikkelson.

Off

ONE TOUGH MOTOR OIL

full case

NATIONAL PARK Summer Jobs. Over
25,000 openings! Excellent benefits &
bonuses. For more information call:
1-206-545-4804 ext.N6093

Expires
. 6/12/94

APPLESEED INN Restaurant immediate opening for experienced line cook.
Wage negotiable. Ask for John 9255809

OBSERVER

Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026

II

II
CWU Auxiliary Services would like to thank the following student employees .who have excelled
during the 1993-94 academic year in the performance of their daily work responsibilities,
setting a standard of quality that stands as a source of pride for their department and the un·iversity.
AUXILIARY SERVICES
~s~

~eoe
AUXILIARY SERVICES
ACCOUNTING
S~?le.P~_
-;2::~

-'1,;
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AUXILIARY SERVICES
MAINT. & CONST.
Atuut,~

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
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HOUSING SERVICES
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THE UNIVERSITY STORE
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AUXILIARY SERVICES
PRODUCTIONS
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AUXILIARY SERVICES
COMPUTING
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DINING SERVICES
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Is THE Place To Go For
Your Class Projects•••
• Wide selection of paper stock
• Several types of binding
• A variety of cover styles

,----------------------,
1

I

:
I
I

430 NORTH SPRAGUE
(Behind Safeway)
Monday Through Friday 8:00 - 5:30
Saturday 10:00 - 2:00

~ ___ _24_HourFa~~62-2719 ____ J

1

• CANON LASER COLOR copies
• Enlargement/reduction capabilities
• Transparencies Reg. & FULLCOLOR

I

• PC & Macintosh laser print-outs

I
I

• Knowledgeable clerks with over
19 years combined experience to
help you·

I

•Self or Full Service MACINTOSH and PC Design • Laser Printing •

Computer Rentals (Mac & PC)
-111~

GO FROM THIS ...
TOTHISi1u•

